Why choose FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO D?

Why choose FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO D? Whatever job you have in mind for the ESPRIMO D, you can create a custom environment for your work space with Fujitsu. Add a display – flat or curved, whatever size is right. Pick your perfect keyboard and mouse. Make your ESPRIMO D your own – with workplace accessories designed for perfect interaction.

Curved FUJITSU Display B34-UE: a high-resolution ultrawide curved display for wraparound viewing

Ultra HD FUJITSU Display P27-8TS: Ultra HD resolution, ultrawide viewing angle, ultrathin bezel – ideal for multi-monitor work spaces

Modern standby mode prepared to reduce energy consumption

Supports USB-C with a 60 W option for powering a display

New space-saving design with a volume of 8.3 L, flexible slot

Expandable and configurable for special applications

Check out the complete range of Fujitsu accessories for ESPRIMO:
→ www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/accessories/desktop/

Smarter, smaller, stronger than ever

The Wireless Keyboard Set LX410 is an excellent desktop solution for gamers with plug-and-play technology. The elegant mouse with new silent keys works on many surfaces due to its precise 1,600 dpi sensor.
FUJITSU Desktop ESPRIMO D

High performance due to the latest technology
■ Best-in-class connectivity and ultimate expandability
■ Low power consumption
■ Features designed for easy access, control, and use of the system
■ Faster operations and a new housing help in space saving to create the perfect working desk

Good price–performance ratio
■ Latest Intel® chipset technology and higher memory speed
■ High security with integrated options
■ Low power consumption helps to reduce environmental impact and energy bills

Finance
→ Smooth sailing of complex business applications, security with code cover

Special applications
→ Ideal PC for out-of-the-ordinary scenarios

Training/education
→ Create lessons with simulations

General office
→ Great performance to power through routine office tasks

Energy saving
■ With a highly efficient power supply (80Plus Platinum) and switched monitor outlet
■ Supports modern standby

Halogen-free PCB
■ For motherboard and power supply (Platinum) ESPRIMO D9XX only

Use of post-consumer recycled plastic
■ Fewer cables needed: onboard LED on/off switch, USB and audio connectors

Material reduction
■ Smaller housing

The latest ESPRIMO D Series is engineered to minimize environmental impact and enable you to fulfill your own sustainability promise.

Application areas
- Where space-saving requirements are mandatory
- Where standard office applications with good performance are needed
- Customers prefer a tidy desk
- Robust and solid setups are needed - especially for training centers, schools, public areas, etc.
- Special applications like post office or fire department control center

Where ESPRIMO D made a difference
→ Smooth sailing of complex business applications, security with code cover
→ Ideal PC for out-of-the-ordinary scenarios
→ Create lessons with simulations
→ Great performance to power through routine office tasks

We care for the environment